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---

**Statement of Interest**

Dear friends:

My name is Albert Hsu, and I hope to serve as your Chair of the AMA-Young Physicians Section. Simply put, I love our American Medical Association, as we are a beautiful model of democracy. In our AMA, anyone with an important issue or healthcare policy goal can present their idea, muster support, help establish official policy, and accomplish real change! To date, I have authored/co-authored at least nine MSS, five RFS, and three YPS resolutions that have become official AMA-HOD policies – not because I have all the ideas, but because I have learned how to navigate the “system,” while helping empower others to become more effective advocates for our patients and our profession.

As Chair, I will work to strengthen our links to the state medical societies. Many state societies are experiencing crises in membership, as residents and young physicians appropriately focus within their specialties to establish their credentials and board certifications. However, all politics are local, and we are stronger when united – whether it’s when surgeons advocate for psychiatrists on scope-of-practice issues, or when all physicians band together to protest political interference in the physician-patient relationship.

Over the past 20 years, I have worked closely with state medical societies in New York, Massachusetts, Virginia, New Hampshire, and now Missouri. I wish to work with all of you, to enhance our participation in these state societies and thereby strengthen our AMA-YPS as well. Find more at: alberthsumd.com/AlbertForYPS.

Please vote for Albert Hsu, to be your next AMA-YPS Chair-Elect.